
Cegeka Business Insight



Cegeka Business Insight (CBI) is a kick-start BI solution containing a data 
warehouse and analytical cubes, with figures and dimensions of all 

Dynamics 365 processes, allowing you to make in depth analyses and 
reports.



CBI unifies and extracts Dynamics 365 data into a Data warehouse, allowing to enrich 
and transform the data with more complex calculations and combinations.

CBI comes with analytical databases – cubes or Tabular models – allowing faster 
and more insightful data retrieval that can be visualized in the tool of your choice.



Our BI-solution offers models for the
following domains



• Order to cash (sales and Accounts 
Receivable)
This model offers you a complete insight into the sales- and 
accounts receivable-process. 

You can get insights from quotations all the way to payments. 
Focus on your most important sales, improve the service for your 
biggest customers, analyze your best-selling products, reduce your 
cost of sold items and get a higher revenue and margin, improve 
the quality of your deliveries by following delivery terms and 
service level, follow-up the payments and balance of your 
customer and many other applications to facilitate and improve 
your sales and AR-process.



• Procure to Pay (Procurement and 
Accounts Payable)
This model contains the most important KPI’s to improve your 
Procure-to-Pay process. It contains analysis like volume-analysis, 
vendor-analysis regarding delivery terms and service level, 
accounts payables analysis with KPI’s like average days open, 
average amount due and many more.



• Finance
The General Ledger model contains everything required to setup 
financial reporting and KPI’s, such as Profit & Loss, Balance sheet 
and other income statement reports. It also contains a Ledger tool 
app to construct your own tree structures based on ledger 
accounts, financial dimensions and account categories. Detailed 
reports on fixed asset transactions and Bank transactions are also 
available.



• Inventory
The inventory module allows you to evaluate the performance of 
your inventory management. It provides insight in the stock 
quantity through time, as well as the value of your goods, both 
inbound and outbound. Follow the activity within your warehouse 
and check stock movements. Check up on picking work by 
employee and location in your warehouse. Visualize the on hand 
stock and stock rotation.



• Production
Follow the entire production process in terms of (estimated and 
actual) costs and consumption regarding production hours, 
employee cost, materials used, ….

Analyze the bill of materials and formulas concerning theoretical 
consumptions and cost prices with our costing details add on for 
Production.



• Projects
Report on all project transactions concerning hours, item 
requirements, fees, costs, and on account transactions. Compare 
the actuals of a project with the forecasts and analyze the different 
project categories and work breakdown structures over projects 
or companies.



• Quality 
Compare the quality test results with the norm or tolerance 
values, get quick overview of failed tests, and get insight in 
the quality result evolution through time.

• Customer Engagement
Report on Customer life cycle, activities and opportunities, and 
compare your estimated opportunity values with actuals from 
D365F&O. The customer engagement data is fully integrated with 
F&O in this component.



A full documentation on the content of CBI can 
be obtained, to see all dimensions, attributes, 
hierarchies, measures and calculations contained 
in the CBI solution. Full documentation is also 
available on CBI's 100+ standard Power BI 
reports.

CBI serves as a kick-startand acceleratorwhen it 
comes to setting up a BI solution for your ERP 
environment.

An ETL-process within your average data 
warehouse/BI project can easily take up to 70 or 
80 percent of the project. CBI reduces this, so the 
remaining time can be used to create useful 
reports for your organization.



Thank you


